12-13 November
nothing can break. I believe to-day that, whatever differences
there may be among us in the country on various questions—as
there must be—the conviction is biting deep into our country,
with all its love of peace, that there must be no going back on our
resolution for such rearmament as \vc deem necessary to meet
any possible peril from whatever quarter it may come. That
feeling will be coupled with a feeling which we all have, that we
are as anxious as ever to see all the countries of Europe con-
sidering disarmament, especially in the air. But until that day
comes nothing will shake the resolution either of the Govern-
ment or of this House or of our people."
madrid
Heavy infantry fighting still continues round Madrid.
Insurgent cavalry have cut the road between Madrid and
Guadalajara. In the city the Junta are controlling food-supplies;
all foodstuffs entering Madrid are commandeered. Militiamen
are forbidden to purchase in shops by walking to the head of
the queues.
colonel beck
Colonel Beck has returned to Poland, where the papers are
optimistic that his meeting with Mr. Eden has achieved
important results.
the jarjrow marchers
Mr. Ernest Brown, the Minister of Labour, met a deputation
of M.P.S from the Special Areas accompanied by some of the
marchers; though he would not hold out any hopes that the
regulations would be withdrawn, the deputation agreed that
the air had been cleared.
mr. lambert's libel action
The Prime Minister has appointed a special Board to inquire
into the evidence that high B.B.C. officials attempted to dis-
suade Mr. Lambert from continuing his action by threatening
him with dismissal.
Friday 13	madrid
The defenders of Madrid have counter-attacked, and claim
to have captured several insurgent batteries. There were two
spectacular air battles; each time six large black bombers
appeared escorted by a cloud of scouts. They were driven off
by Government scouts which were evidently manned by first-
class pilots. In each raid two scouts were brought down.
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